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Abstract
How can societies learn to enforce and comply with social norms? Here we in-
vestigate the learning dynamics and emergence of compliance and enforcement
of social norms in a foraging game, implemented in a multi-agent reinforcement
learning setting. In this spatiotemporally extended game, individuals are incen-
tivized to implement complex berry-foraging policies and punish transgressions
against social taboos covering specific berry types. We show that agents benefit
when eating poisonous berries is taboo, meaning the behavior is punished by other
agents, as this helps overcome a credit-assignment problem in discovering delayed
health effects. Critically, however, we also show that introducing an additional
taboo, which results in punishment for eating a harmless berry, improves the rate
and stability with which agents learn to punish taboo violations and comply with
taboos. Counterintuitively, our results show that an arbitrary taboo (a "silly rule")
can enhance social learning dynamics and achieve better outcomes in the middle
stages of learning. We discuss the results in the context of studying normativity as
a group-level emergent phenomenon.
1 Introduction
Third-party punishment [14] of behaviors marked as punishable by a group plays a critical role in the
emergence and sustainability of the ultrasociality [42, 23] that characterizes human societies [7, 4].
Although non-human primates also engage in cooperative behavior, they do so on a much more
limited basis, rooted in reciprocity, and do not display the normative moralization [15] of behaviors
and third-party punishment that characterize human social orders [43, 46]. Understanding the nature
and dynamics of human normativity—which we define as the systems by which behaviors come
to be marked (and possibly unmarked) by a group as punishable and how third-party punishment
is coordinated and stabilized—is thus essential for understanding distinctively human intelligence.
Indeed, third-party punishment, which may take forms ranging from mild disapproval or criticism to
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expulsion from a group or physical violence [48, 3], may be essential for many aspects of human
intelligence, from small-scale kin-based cooperation [32] to managing local natural resources [37],
and even the emergence of language [6].
Many if not most human norms are functional. Rules that punish non-cooperative behavior, for
example, support cooperation. But an intriguing feature of human normativity is that many social
norms concern behaviors that have no direct impact on material well-being. Examples include rules
about what color clothing one wears to a funeral [46] or whether one uses one’s left or right hand
in particular tasks [15]. Such apparently pointless rules are ubiquitous, often acquiring great social
meaning despite the absence of functionality. Hadfield-Menell et al. (2019) call these norms “silly
rules” and distinguish them from “important rules,” such as rules that govern resource sharing or
prohibit harmful conduct, that directly impact welfare [21]. They demonstrate in a computational
experiment that groups with sufficiently cheap silly rules are better able to maintain population in
the face of shocks to beliefs about a group’s capacity to enforce its important rules. Their account
stresses the information benefits of including silly rules in a rule regime: a higher density rule
environment provides agents with more opportunities for agents to observe the state of the group,
i.e. how effectively it is enforcing its rules (something that may change over time with, for example,
changes in group membership). This improves the agents’ ability to make optimal decisions about
whether to continue to participate in a group or to retreat to a safer, but possibly less valuable,
(non-group) setting. Silly rules may thus emerge as a feature of a human normative system because
of their contribution to the robustness of groups.
Building on a concept introduced in robotics by [12] to capture the idea that some human actions
will be more expressive of human intent—easier to read by the robot— Hadfield-Menell et al. (2019)
suggest that silly rules may increase the legibility of a normative system. Participants are better able
to read the state of the group’s normative system when they have silly rules available to provide more
opportunities to observe normative conduct. That high legibility is a desirable property for a scheme
of social norms was also proposed by Axelrod and Hamilton (1984), who emphasized the benefits of
"clarity" in cooperative strategies [2].
In this paper we introduce the concept of legible normativity to the study of multiagent reinforcement
learning. This work is part of a research program that ultimately aims to develop models capable of
capturing distinctive features of human intelligence such as the origin of institutions [27]. In particular,
we model norm enforcement and compliance behaviors in a multiagent reinforcement learning
environment by drawing on a framework developed by [18]. In this framework, a norm is defined as
the content of a normative social order [20]. This normative social order is characterized by a binary
normative classification scheme—which labels all actions as either punishable or not punishable
(violating a norm)—and an enforcement scheme—which penalizes agents that take punishable actions.
We consider in particular the enforcement scheme on which, throughout human history, human groups
have primarily relied: third-party punishment delivered voluntarily by individual agents. Importantly,
the classification scheme is provided by the environment and does not have to be learned by the agents.
This implementation is akin to a top-down norm [35], in contrast to norms emerging bottom-up
[9, 31, 1, 34]. Historically, systems with institutionalized laws but distributed enforcement have
existed. For example, in medieval Iceland the “lawspeaker” declared the content of the rules of the
society. The enforcement of the rules however was private and rested on the voluntary participation
of individuals. [19].
By providing the environment with the normative system in our experiment, we can then model the
aggregate-level phenomenon of a system of rules by looking at the behaviors chosen by individual
self-interested, reward-maximizing agents in a group: the actions they choose (with resulting labels)
and the punishments they deliver. With this microfoundational account, we do not need to implement
any assumptions about agents’ cognitive capacity to understand the concept of a ’rule’; nor do we need
to impose any particular psychological orientation or preferences for rule-compliance. Compliance
with rules simply means that agents in a group avoid behaviors that the group’s classification scheme
deems punishable. This occurs only if the group successfully implements its enforcement scheme.
This framework thus focuses attention on the fundamental challenge of coordinating effective group
punishment: are agents capable of and incentivized to engage in third-party punishment, organized
by the group’s shared classification scheme?
We consider a simple foraging environment in which a group of agents can individually benefit from
compliance with an important rule, specifically a norm against eating a “poisonous berry”. We assume
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that agents do not know which type of berry is poisonous and they have to learn the color of the
poisonous berry type. The impact of the poisonous food shows up only at a point many timesteps after
its consumption, at which time it reduces the agent’s capacity to absorb nutrients. Thus reinforcement
learning agents in this environment face a tremendous credit-assignment problem: attributing the
negative effects they experience to a particular berry they ate (among many) several steps earlier.
This is a context in which a social rule may be functional: a taboo against eating the berry—enforced
by third-party punishment—can improve the payoffs for individual group member. Such a rule may
relieve individual agents of the need to rely exclusively on discovering the long-delayed effect for
themselves. Effectively, we assume the norm contains the information about the causal relationship
and individual agents do not need to discover or understand the causal relationship; they just need to
follow the rule, and have an incentive to do so because they will be punished otherwise.
Similarly, long-term credit assignment difficulties abound in the literature on the evolution of culture
[17]. For example, among some Latin American groups, there is a norm of adding a handful of ash
to the cooking pot when preparing maize. Although participants in this practice generally cannot
explain why they do this, other than that it is their tradition, adding ash (or limestone) to the cooking
water increases the body’s ability to absorb niacin. Niacin helps prevent a disease known as pellagra,
which over time causes diarrhea, dermatitis, and dementia—and can be fatal. Food taboos appear
universal and, by their variability, appear to include both functional taboos that aid nutrition and
arbitrary taboos that appear unrelated to nutritional health [33]. For a learner, it would be hard to
distinguish which nutritional rules are important or arbitrary, given the complexity of the credit
assignment problem. Indeed, it has been suggested that cultural evolution can accumulate improving
technology without being mirrored by an increased causal understanding of individuals [11].
In our study, the environment provides the shared classification scheme: a rule set R deems actions
as R-wrongful, marking agents that transgress by breaking a food taboo and consuming a forbidden
type of berry. R can contain taboos of two kinds: taboos that are directly functional (i.e. those
against poisonous berries), and taboos that are arbitrary (i.e. those against non-poisonous berries).
The enforcement of and compliance with R has to be achieved by a population of simultaneously
learning and interacting agents. Agents have to learn to recognize and understand the classification
scheme R and learn how to punish transgressions. They will only learn to comply with the rules if
the group has learned to punish reliably.
Our core question is about the learnability and emergence of punishment and compliance behaviors
in connection with properties of the classification scheme R. Intuitively, one might hypothesize
that a simpler and more functional rule-set R—consisting only of important rules—would make the
behaviors of punishing and compliance easier and faster to learn. Our results are thus surprising: we
show that a rule-set R enriched with silly rules—taboos on eating harmless berries—can in certain
circumstances improve agents’ capacity to learn the behaviors that generate a normative social order.
1.1 Studying norms in a temporospatially extended environment
Typically, computational simulations of populations and cultural development utilize an abstracted or
idealized space [5, 9, 31, 1]. For example, in [21, 18], the action-space includes “punishing” as an
atomic action that the agent can choose, and encounters between agents happen in an idealized way.
Similarly, an agent directly “perceives” a rule violation in an idealized way. In this abstracted setup,
it is clear that there is a strong connection between silly and important rules.
Here we explore the role of different social norms in a setting with more fine-grained temporal and
spatial substructure. This multi-agent reinforcement learning approach has been successfully used to
study intertemporal (sequential) social dilemmas [26, 28, 29, 39, 38, 24, 16, 40, 47]. Agents inhabit
a 2-D grid-world in which they and other objects are located at coordinates in space. The atomic
actions in an agent’s action-space are moving up, down, left, right, rotating left and right and using a
“punishing beam” (which allows players to remove rewards from other players, akin to third-party
punishment). An agent perceives raw pixels. How these pixels relate to other agents or their actions
must be learned. The behavior of the agent is driven by its learning to maximize the expected value of
all future rewards it will obtain from its environment (e.g. by collecting berries). This learning over
time is accomplished by incremental adjustment of neural network weights. This forms distributed
neural representations that produce reward-maximizing behavior in response to visual input of the
current situation. Agents learn continuously while being exposed to episode after episode, inhabiting
the same environment with a population of other agents who learn simultaneously with them. In
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order to do this effectively, agents need to correctly assign credit to current stimuli and actions based
on subsequent rewards they receive. This creates a rich dynamic in which every part of a behavior
has to be learned, and strategic decisions have to be implemented via a behavioral policy. Both the
cognitive challenge of correct credit assignment as well as performing complex action sequences
are difficult and the dynamics of how norms are learned and implemented are endogenous to the
multi-agent learning model. This leads to a number of important differences from more abstracted
simulations like matrix games and affords rich opportunities to study the emergence and importance
of social norms in ways that could not otherwise be approached:
1. Punishing other agents’ behavior or observing a rule violation are complex sequences of
actions or stimuli that look different each time they are performed or encountered.
2. As everything has to be learned, we can expect a temporal dependency and hierarchy among
learned behaviors. For example for agents to learn to avoid a social taboo, agents will first
need to learn how to effectively apply punishing, which they can only learn after they have
learned to visually parse the world and accurately move through it.
3. As agents are driven by maximizing total reward, whether or not an agent engages in
social punishing depends on the opportunity cost of the action sequence, the agent’s skill in
implementing it, and the reward gained by punishing the other agent’s transgression.
4. As the social dynamics of punishing silly or important social taboos need to be implemented
in similar ways and are learned in neural networks from scratch, they afford the opportunity
for generalization during learning.
5. As social punishing of silly or important rules is implemented in the same way, a confusion
between the two can arise. Similarly, punishing might be misdirected at agents that did
not break a social taboo. These costly false-positive incidents provide a counterweight to
the development of an indiscriminate social punishing dynamic. Importantly, mistakes in
behavior are not modelled as noise that is injected externally, but are emergent from the
learning dynamics and the inherent difficulty of implementing an effective behavior policy.
6. Legibility of social norms and their enforcement does not just depend on the number
of taboos, but interacts with the inherent difficulty of having to learn perception, credit
assignment, and behavior. For example the ability to learn from norms might be related to
the agents’ field of vision, their ability to process the visual information, how often they
observe rules being broken and their ability to remember and understand the rules.
We hypothesize that in the reinforcement-learning context silly rules can be beneficial for a group
because they provide more data—or legibility—about punishing and norms in general. Silly rules can
support the learning dynamics of the group by providing more opportunities for agents to learn the
fundamental skill of engaging in third-party punishment of rules that support welfare for individuals
and groups.
2 Methods
2.1 Multi-Agent Reinforcement Learning
We consider multi-agent reinforcement learning in partially-observable general-sum Markov games
[44, 30]. In each game state, agents take actions based on a partial observation of the state space and
receive an individual reward. Agents must learn through experience an appropriate behavior policy
while interacting with one another. We formalize this as follows: an N -player partially observable
Markov gameM defined on a finite set of states S . The observation function O : S × {1, ..., N} →
Rd, specifies each player’s d-dimensional view on the state space.
In each state, each player i is allowed to take an action from its own set Ai.
Following their joint action (a1, ..., aN ) ∈ A1 × ...× AN , the state changes obeys the stochastic
transition function
T : S × A1 ×...×AN → ∆(S), where ∆(S) denotes the set of discrete probability distributions
over S , and every player receives an individual reward defined as
ri : S ×A1 × ...×AN → R for player i. Finally, let
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oi = {O(s, i)}s∈S be the observation space of player i.
Each agent learns, independently through its own experience of the environment, a behavior policy
pii : Oi → ∆(Ai) (written pi(ai|oi)) based on its own observation oi = O(s, i) and extrinsic reward
ri(s, a1, . . . , aN ). Each agent’s goal is to maximize a long term γ-discounted payoff defined as
follows:
V i~pi(s0) = E
[ ∞∑
t=0
γtri(st,~at)|~at ∼ ~pit, st+1 ∼ T (st,~at)
]
. (1)
2.2 Experiment and conditions
We consider a foraging task implemented as a partially observable Markov game on a 2D grid (see Fig.
1). Agents gain reward by collecting berries that stochastically respawn. The respawn probabilities
are high, so there is little competition for resources. Moving onto the coordinates of a berry, agents
earn a reward of 4 points. Each berry type is consistently mapped to a color (24 different types in
the standard setting). One berry type is "poisonous". There is no other signal of which berry type is
poisonous that is observable to an agent at the time of consumption, except the color that remains
consistent for all episodes. If collected by a player, this player is "poisoned" after a delay of a fixed
number of timesteps (100 timesteps in the standard setting). Poisoning reduces a player’s ability to
absorb nutrition: after poisoning sets in each subsequent berry the player collects yields a reward
of 1 instead of 4. Besides moving, agents have in their behavioral repertoire the ability to apply a
"punishing beam". If successfully targeted at another player, the user of the beam loses a reward of
20 (the cost of punishing, in addition to the opportunity cost of time spent aiming and firing the beam
instead of collecting berries) and the punished player loses a reward of 35 1.
Each instance of the training regime is initialized in one of 3 different conditions. This is a between-
subjects design: each agent population only experiences one of these 3 conditions. The conditions
differ in the content of the classification scheme R that marks agents if they have broken a taboo.
Let R : {berry types} → {0, 1} be a function that classifies berry eating events as either right (1) or
wrong (0). We adopt the notation R{a, b} to indicate an experimental condition where eating berry
types a and b are marked wrongful while all other berries may be rightfully consumed. The first entry
refers to the poisonous berry type, the second refers to a non-poisonous berry type, leading to three
different cases we consider: R{}, R{poisonous}, R{poisonous, nonpoisonous}.
In the "norm-free" condition, R{}, there are no additional mechanics to the game beyond what is
described above. Agents have to learn which berry is poisonous without any additional information.
In the "Important rule" condition, R{poisonous}, we introduce a group rule against eating the
poisonous berry type. In this condition, a player that eats a poison berry is “marked”: from the
perspective of other agents in the environment, the marked player changes color. This color change is
not visible to the marked player. This color change implements the idea that other agents evaluate the
consumption behavior of the agent that has chosen to eat a ’taboo’ food. This marking then interacts
with the punishing capacity of other agents. If a "marked" player is successfully targeted by another
player with a punishing beam, the punishing player gets a reward of 35—effectively transferring
reward from the marked player to the punishing player, for a net payoff to the punishing player of 15
points (note that when considering the sum of rewards of the whole group, a successful punishment
results net-loss for the group of 20 points because of the cost of using the punishment beam). Aiming
punishment at a non-marked player is costly to both as in the R{} condition. Once punished, the
marking disappears.
In the third condition, R{poisonous, nonpoisonous}, we augment the important rule with an ad-
ditional silly rule, or arbitrary taboo. In this condition, players become marked not only if they
consume the poisonous berry but also if they consume another designated, but harmless, berry. As
in the R{poisonous} condition, successful punishing of an agent that has violated the silly rule by
consuming the designated harmless berry earns the punishing agent a net of 15 points and costs the
transgressing agent 35 points. Thus, from the perspective of the agents, the ’important’ and ’silly’
rules are isomorphic if they have not integrated knowledge of the actual poisoning dynamic.
1Video of example episode: https://youtu.be/Xn2eTSX-4GU. Consumption of taboo berry and subsequent
punishment at 23-25 seconds. Note that agents see a lower resolution version of the environment in which each
entity is represented by a single pixel.
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Note that in these settings classification scheme of R is implemented by the environment. We have
not modeled the emergence of the rules in themselves. Agents are incentivised to learn policies that
implement the behaviors of collecting berries, delivering third-party punishment, and avoiding taboo
berries that create a risk of punishment.
Figure 1: Depiction of the environment. The agents inhabit a grid world. Agents earn reward for
eating berries, which regrow continuously. One type of berry is poisonous and if collected by an
agent, it diminishes the agent’s ability to gather rewards from other berries, after a delay period. If an
agent eats one of the poisonous berries in the R{poisonous} condition, the agent immediately gets
"marked" and appears in a different color to the other agents. In the R{poisonous, nonpoisonous}
condition, one additional, non-poisonous, berry also triggers an agents’ marking. Agents are able
to punish each other using a "punishing beam", causing a loss to themselves and a large loss to the
punished agent. If a "marked" agent is punished, the punishing agent receives a large reward.
2.3 Agent architecture and training method
Each instance of the training regime contained a population of 12 learners. The environment is a
gridworld of size 33× 12 pixels and agents observe a 15× 15 pixels RGB window, centered on their
current location (note that the depictions in this paper are higher resolution for display purposes).
On each episode, a subset of learners was drawn without replacement to play in the current episode.
The standard setting we consider in detail contained 8 players in each episode. Each episode lasted
for 1000 steps. For each timestep s, each learner i in the population produced a policy pii and an
estimate of the value V i~pi(s) with a neural network, implemented on a GPU. This neural network was
trained by receiving importance-weighted policy updates [13] sampled from a queue of trajectories.
These trajectories were created by 64 simultaneous environments on CPUs that play the game (with
8 players in the standard setting, which used policies sampled uniformly from the population of
learners without replacement). The learners received truncated sequences of 100 steps of trajectories
in batches of 16.
The neural network’s architecture consisted of a visual encoder (2D-convolutional neural net with
6 channels, with kernel size and stride size 1) followed by a 2-layer fully connected MLP with
64 RELU-neurons in each layer, an LSTM (128 units) and finally linear policy and value heads,
outputting the value of the current state and a probability over actions to be chosen. We used a
discount-factor of 0.99, the learning rate was 0.0004, and the weight of entropy regularisation of
the policy logits was 0.003. We used the RMS-prop optimiser (learning rate=0.0004, epsilon=1e-5,
momentum=0.0, decay=0.99). The agent also minimized a CPC loss [36] in the manner of an
auxiliary objective [25].
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3 Results
As displayed in Fig. 2, we examine group-level metrics about agent-populations over the trajectory
of learning. We plot the average trajectory per condition. As visible in Fig. 2A, the first thing agent
populations learn is to reduce the amount that unmarked players are punished. Punishing unmarked
players is costly to both the punished and the punishing agent, so it is unsurprising that this behavior
does not persist long once actions become less random. As can be seen in Fig. 2F, this rapid initial
learning increases the collective return. The collective return is the sum of rewards gained by all
agents. Note that the suppression of misdirected punishing happens fastest in the R{} condition.
This is unsurprising, as in this condition there is no direct incentive to punish any other players at all,
because there are no taboos that lead to marked players.
Figure 2: Learning dynamics: We are examining group-level metrics about agent-populations (y-axis)
over the trajectory of learning (x-axis in timesteps). We plot the average trajectory per condition
(with 99% confidence interval). A. Number of times unmarked agents are punished (agents that have
not broken a taboo). B. Number of times marked agents are punished (agents that have broken a
taboo). C. Time spent marked after breaking a taboo. D. Time spent since eating poisonous berry.
E. The amount of "taboo" berries eaten (poisonous and non-poisonous combined, if available in
the condition). F. Total sum of reward gained by group (including costs of punishing). In total, we
observe a benefit of the R{poisonous, nonpoisonous} condition in the intermediate stages of learning,
driven by an increased ability to avoid poisonous berries. We also see a temporal order to learned
behaviors, e.g. an increase of social punishment that then declines together with a degrees of taboo
berries eaten.
The second important learning dynamic is that the number of times ‘marked players’ get successfully
punished initially strongly increases before it decreases (Fig. 2B). We interpret the increase as an
improvement in the agents’ skill at enforcing the social norm, i.e. being increasingly skilled at
effectively punishing marked agents. As displayed in Fig. 2C, the amount of time agents spend
marked is steadily declining. However, taken by itself, this metric does not differentiate between
whether this decline is driven by agents becoming better at avoiding rule violation, or whether agents
get better at punishing rule breakers and thereby removing their mark. As can be seen in Fig. 2E,
the decline of successful punishments coincides with a decline in the number of taboo berries eaten.
This shows that there is a hierarchy in the learned behaviors, as first the social punishing system
needs to be successfully implemented before it is possible for agents to learn that they should avoid
breaking the social norm. In these two measures (successful punishments and taboo berries eaten) we
see the role of the arbitrary taboo (one additional taboo berry) most clearly. Early in learning, it is
unsurprising that double the amount of taboo berries leads to a higher amount of taboo berries eaten
and subsequent punishing. Interestingly, once these quantities start to decline, they decline more
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rapidly in the condition with two taboos instead of one and in fact reach a lower level. So, it appears
that increased exposure to taboo berries and punishing early leads to more robust learning. This is
evident in later stages of learning where agents eat fewer taboo berries in the condition in which there
are twice as many.
As can be seen in Fig. 2D, in terms of avoiding getting poisoned, having two taboos instead of one
consistently leads to better results. Additionally, this plot shows that the credit assignment problem
of avoiding the poisonous berry without the help of a social punishing mechanism (the yellow line
depicts the R{} condition) is so difficult that agent populations do not learn to avoid the poisonous
berry. However, the consistent benefit of the additional arbitrary taboo in terms of avoiding the
poisonous berries does not in itself translate into a benefit in collective return (Fig. 2F). Collective
return sums all rewards gained by all agents. If poisonous berries were avoided by agents just standing
still or moving more slowly, the collective return would reveal that agents have not learned to forage
successfully. Similarly, collective return factors in the cost of social punishing. If a marked agent is
successfully punished, the group loses a total of 20 points. If an unmarked agent is punished, it costs
the group 55 points (20 as the cost of punishing and 35 for the punished). This means that in order
to achieve a benefit in collective return, the avoidance of poisonous berries has to be so substantial
that it surpasses the costs associated with the social punishment scheme. AS shown in Fig. 2F, this
is actually the case in the intermediate learning stages. In order to assess the difference between
conditions, we divide the learning timecourse into 10 bins and average the collective returns for each
instance of agent populations in each bin. We then can use a t-test to compare the R{poisonous} and
R{poisonous, nonpoisonous} conditions in each bin. There is a significant benefit of the arbitrary
rule condition in the 3rd, 4th and 5ths timebin (3rd: t(28)=3.94, p=0.0005, 4th: t(28)=3.26, p=0.003,
6th: t(28)=2.43, p=0.022. The 3rd and 4th timebin remain significant after Bonferonni-correction for
10 multiple comparisons). As visible in Fig. 2D, this benefit of the additional arbitrary taboo is driven
by avoiding poisonous berries, but there is another contributing factor. As foreshadowed in Fig. 2A.,
we observe a benefit of the R{poisonous, nonpoisonous} condition which involves the reduction of
misdirected punishing. Fig. 3 displays the trajectories of single training regimes (separate agent
populations) that were run in the R{poisonous} and R{poisonous, nonpoisonous} condition. Only
in in the R{poisonous} condition it can be observed that some agent populations fall back in a regime
of high misdirected punishing. In contrast, in the R{poisonous, nonpoisonous} condition, once high
accuracy of punishing is achieved (i.e. only marked agents are punished), the agents retain this
accuracy and do not start to punish indiscriminately.
Figure 3: More robust learning of accurate punishing behavior: Each trajectory is one agent popu-
lation, plotting the amount of misdirected punishing behavior (punishing unmarked players) over
learning. Since the R{poisonous, nonpoisonous} condition has two taboo berries, it starts out with
higher punishing behavior overall, including indiscriminate punishing of unmarked agents. Once
high levels of accuracy have been reached, punishing of unmarked players is rare in both condi-
tions. Counterintuitively, this accuracy appears to be more stable in the R{poisonous, nonpoisonous}
condition, and the populations do not relapse into states of high indiscriminate punishing.
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Finally, we investigated different hypotheses of how exactly arbitrary rules benefit learning. In order
to study this question, we ran instances of agent populations with different settings of the environment.
We then extracted the average score in the R{poisonous} and R{poisonous, nonpoisonous} condition
in the 3rd-5ths timebin and averaged the collective return that was obtained (the choice of timebin
was based on the results obtained in the default setting, see above, and is orthogonal to the hypothesis
tested here). We submitted the results to a between-subjects ANOVA in which each agent population
represents a datapoint ("subject") and the factors are "condition", with factor levels: R{poisonous},
and R{poisonous, nonpoisonous} and the setting we vary: number of players, number of berry types
or the delay until poison takes effect. The hypothesized effect of a modulation of the relative benefit
of the R{poisonous, nonpoisonous} condition is captured by the interaction effect of the "condition"
factor and the factor containing the environment setting (see Fig. 4).
Given that silly rules are a group-level punishing dynamic, we reasoned that the benefit of arbitrary
taboos can be influenced by factors underpinning the group level dynamic. In particular, we varied
the number of players that inhabit the environment at the same time. We hypothesized that a larger
number of players would be associated with a greater benefit of the ’silly rule’ condition, because it
strengthens the social learning dynamics. For example, as the environment is more densely populated,
players observe rule violations more often and have to take fewer steps to punish a marked agent. As
predicted, the number of players (factor levels: 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 players) modulates the relative benefit of
adding an arbitrary taboo (F(4,58)=3.14, p=0.02). This benefit of arbitrary taboos tends to be larger
for higher numbers of players (but is not monotonic).
Second, we reasoned that the benefit or cost of arbitrary taboos have to be weighed against what is
gained or lost for the individual’s goals, i.e. avoiding poisonous berries. That is, because arbitrary
taboos create dead-weight loss due to unnecessary punishing, arbitrary taboos are more likely to be
worth the effort if the learning problem posed to individuals is very hard. We used two different
methods to make the credit-assignment problem for agents harder. We varied the number of berries
and we varied the time delay it took for the poison to take effect. We hypothesized that in the harder
conditions (more berries or longer delays), the relative benefit of adding an arbitrary rule would
be greater, because the initial learning problem is harder. As predicted, for number of berry types
(factor levels: 16, 20, 24 and 28 types of berries, F(3,52)=2.98, p=0.04) and time delay of poisoning
(factor levels: 50, 75, 100, 125, 150 timesteps until poison takes effect, F(4,60)=4.36, p=0.004) there
was an interaction of condition and environment setting. The benefit of silly rules tends to be larger
in the environment settings that lead to a harder credit assignment problem (note however that the
relationship is not monotonic). In sum, we show that the environment settings can affect the benefit
of arbitrary taboos in different ways, i.e. affecting how easy it is to implement a social norm (having
a denser population), or whether it is worth doing so (when facing a harder problem).
4 Discussion
We set out to study the enforcement of and compliance with an exogenous normative social order in a
setting in which reward-maximizing agents have to learn from scratch and act via complex behavioral
policies. We demonstrate that a more complex rule set containing an arbitrary taboo, or silly rule, can
lead to faster and more stable learning for reinforcement learning agents, supporting the initial finding
in [21]. This line of research connects to the study of human cultural evolution and social norms
that support complex group behaviors such as cooperation. We offer an explanation why arbitrary
taboos may appear and are maintained, grounded in the mechanics of learning within a single group.
This account is independent of, but not necessarily inconsistent with, existing explanations centered
around in-group/out-group classification and group cohesion [33].
While the arbitrary taboo provided a consistent benefit in avoiding poisonous berries, it is worth
noting that the benefit of the arbitrary rule on the overall prosperity of the group was only present in
the intermediate stages of learning. This could be associated with the dead-weight cost of maintaining
a social norm that does not serve a direct material function, or imprecise strategies to avoid poison
(i.e. moving more slowly in general). A persistent benefit of the added arbitrary rule appears
to be a lower frequency of misdirected punishing. While all agent populations quickly learn to
minimize indiscriminate punishing, without the additional arbitrary taboo, populations appear to
suffer from lapses back into regimes of more inaccurate punishing. These instabilities are common
in deep reinforcement learning setups [45]. Future work could investigate whether these relapses
are associated to the better consolidation of accurate policies, driven by the improved training of
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Figure 4: The benefit of arbitrary taboos is modulated by environmental parameters. We consider the
benefit of adding an arbitrary taboo in middle stages of learning by comparing the collective return
achieved in the R{poisonous, nonpoisonous} condition above the R{poisonous} condition. We plot
the means across different environment settings with error bars representing the pooled standard error
of the mean. We varied the number of players that inhabit the environment at the same time (top
panel). The benefit of arbitrary taboos is highest with 8 players and tends to be larger with a higher
number of players, consistent with strengthened social learning dynamics. We varied the number of
berry types in the environment (middle panel) and the time delay until the poison takes effect (bottom
panel). The settings that lead to a harder credit-assignment problem (more berries and longer time
delay) tend to strengthen the relative benefit of an arbitrary taboo.
the condition that contains the arbitrary taboo, or whether there is another role of indiscriminate
punishment.
Our findings also echo results from the literature on cultural evolution that suggest larger group
sizes can benefit learning and accumulation of culture [22, 41, 10]. In our account, this is due to the
fact that larger groups, with higher population density, assist agents in learning to participate in the
fundamental enforcement scheme. A higher density could benefit learning by providing shorter paths
to marked agents and increased number of observations of rule violations and subsequent punishing.
Future experiments and analyses could examine the mechanics of this effect in more detail.
A clear limitation of this work is that we have not shown the emergence of the social norms themselves.
We supplied in the environment the causal relationship between an action—eating a particular berry—
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and the trigger for social punishing: becoming marked in the view of other agents and generating a
reward for an agent who successfully aimed the punishing beam at the transgressor. The next steps in
this work are therefore to attempt to demonstrate the emergence of particular patterns of marking—
norms—and the capacity for norms to change in response to changes in the environment or other
sources or variation including natural drift. We hypothesize that learning how to follow and maintain
social norms can assist agents in adapting to variation in the environment. This social technology
of benefiting from norms is closely related to the cultural niche [8] inhabited by humans, and to
humanity’s intelligence and success. Understanding how this technology emerges in multi-agent
settings may play a critical role in understanding the emergence of human-level intelligence.
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